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Mental health & animal welfare
If animals are in distress, there’s a good chance those
responsible for their care are facing significant challenges
The goal of Alberta SPCA Peace Officers for every investigation is to improve conditions for animals, whether it’s providing information to the owner on animal care,
or removing animals from the property to ensure they’re receiving appropriate
food, water and veterinary care. However, more and more we are finding we must
also assist the people who are responsible for the animals.
It is an understatement to suggest that animal owners have been challenged given
the pandemic and resulting conditions, the drought, and more recently the bitterly
cold weather Albertans endured. Alberta SPCA Peace Officers and staff are engaging
with a more frustrated, emotional, and fraught public than we have in the past.
This makes dealing with animal issues so much more complicated.
The mental health of the owner is a factor in a majority of files where animals are
in distress, and Alberta SPCA Peace Officers are trained to recognize these types
of situations and to ensure they engage with the owner in a compassionate and
respectful manner. In a perfect world we would be able to provide supports for the
people involved in our investigations as they are not able to appropriately manage
the type and number of animals they currently have in their custody.
...cont’d on page 3.

Albertans Embrace #bettyWhiteChallenge
The world lost an amazing advocate for animal welfare when Betty White passed away just before
her 100th birthday. However, it has become clear Albertans will ensure her legacy lives on through
the #BettyWhiteChallenge.
Our supporters donated approximately $13,500 on Betty’s birthday – January 17th. It’s a wonderful
tally, coming at a time of the year when donations tend to be a bit slower. And it turns out our
agency was one of dozens in Alberta to benefit from the challenge to donate in Betty’s name.
Our survey of animal welfare charities in Alberta found that $875,000 was donated as part of the
challenge, a significant total that will benefit animals all over the province in numerous ways.
...cont’d on page 2.
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From Our Legal Files
To report animals in distress
outside of Edmonton and
Calgary, call: 1-800-455-9003

Prohibition FOr livestock owner
AnimalKind is published by
the Alberta Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals (Alberta SPCA)
President:
Dr. Duane Landals
Executive Director:
Terra Johnston
Editor:
Dan Kobe
To find out more about the
work we do for animals across
Alberta, visit our website at:
albertaspca.org.
The mission of the Alberta
SPCA is to protect, promote
and enhance the well-being of
animals in Alberta.
Not all the opinions expressed
in AnimalKind are necessarily
those of the Alberta SPCA.
17904 118 Avenue NW
Edmonton, AB T5S 2W3
Phone: 780-447-3600
Fax: 780-447-4748
Email: info@albertaspca.org
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Alberta SPCA Peace Officers granted inspection rights for
a decade following conviction
On December 23, 2021, Dakota
Beuerlein was convicted of one count
under the Animal Protection Act (APA)
of causing animals to be in distress
2(1).
In April 2021, Alberta SPCA Peace
Officers received a public complaint
of livestock potentially in distress on
several properties west of Edmonton.
When Peace Officers arrived, they
found numerous cattle without appropriate feed and water, and numerous
chickens without appropriate feed
and shelter. Several animals required
euthanasia to eliminate their distress,
and numerous other animals were
found to be already deceased on
the property. It was determined

Betty White...

the animals had several different
owners but that Mr. Beuerlein was
the caretaker for all of them. Peace
Officers ordered Mr. Beuerlein to immediately supply food and water
to the animals in his care, as well
as to provide proper shelter for the
chickens.
As part of his conviction under the APA,
Mr. Beuerlein was ordered to own no
more than five livestock for a period
of one year. The prohibition order also
grants Alberta SPCA Peace Officers
the authority to attend Mr. Beuerlein’s
properties, without warrant, to check
on the welfare of any animals for a
period of 10 years.

...cont’d from front page.

In the days that followed the challenge, many Albertans remarked that it would
be fantastic to see the event celebrated each year on Betty’s birthday, and
we couldn’t agree more. January can be a long, dark and cold month in this
province and we believe an inspirational day like this is just what we need
to raise our spirits. Ultimately, Albertans will decide whether the #BettyWhiteChallenge becomes an annual event, but we are already looking forward to
next January to see how Betty White’s legacy lives on.

albertaspca.org

Dog House Delivery
Dogs are warmer this winter
thanks to the generosity of
Alberta SPCA supporters
When the weather turns bitter, Alberta
SPCA Peace Officers are at their finest.
Members of our team braved -30
temperatures last month to deliver
a handful of insulated dog houses
to canines in need. The structures
were constructed by students in the
Edmonton Catholic and Public school
divisions, using materials paid for by
our loyal Alberta SPCA supporters.
While many dogs are hearty breeds
and are acclimatized to winter conditions, shelter must still be made
available for the animals to use,
should they choose to. Our organization also understands that a properly
built insulated dog house is expensive,
and not every pet owner has the skills
to make one. That’s why the Alberta
SPCA partnered with schools to make
these dog houses. Peace Officers have
the ability to offer one of the houses to
animal owners if they feel the owner
needs a hand up to help care for their
dog. While the donation of the house
helps the humans, most importantly it
ensures the animal does not suffer.
During the cold snap in early January,
our team was able to donate seven
of our dog houses to needy animals.
Peace Officers Cayli Heathcote and
Stuart Dodds also purchased straw to
be used as bedding in the dog houses
as straw absorbs moisture, is cost
effective and is compostable.

Peace Officers Stuart Dodds and Cayli Heathcote pose with one of the dog houses
delivered during early January’s cold snap

Mental Health...

...cont’d from front page.

In many cases, the individuals we are dealing with have significant personal challenges and require support from a mental health professional.
Regardless of the reason, the outcome is the same, animals are left suffering and
in distress. Peace Officers have tools within the Animal Protection Act (APA) to
manage these issues, however, our Peace Officers could benefit from additional tools
to support better outcomes for animals. It must be recognized that while human
welfare is not considered within the APA, our Peace Officers’ experience in dealing
with the individuals connected to the animals confirms the necessity to respond to
the welfare of animal owners. Simply put - collectively we must first help people
before we can help animals effectively, and in a more constructive and enduring way.
The Alberta SPCA firmly believes there needs to be a connection to legislation, and
capacity to empower those to address human welfare, to support improved conditions and outcomes for Alberta’s animals.
As an organization, we have reached out to the Alberta Government to share our
thoughts on this issue. When people suffer, we know animals suffer as well, and by
helping both we can ensure fewer situations of animals in significant distress.

2021 Animal Protection Statistics
2,172 investigations
562,229 kilometres driven
8 investigations that resulted in charges
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Animals Seized
•
•
•
•
•

387 cattle
167 cats
62 dogs
33 horses
68 other species
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Education
Visit our website
for teachers:
everylivingthing.ca

AnimalTales Update Popular with Alberta Teachers
“This program helped
my students to be more
compassionate towards
animals in need.”
Grade 3 Teacher, Calgary

wrote a grade two teacher from
Fort Vermilion. A grade five teacher
from Calgary enjoyed the variety
of animal species covered in the
books, commenting, “The new
books, featuring new animals are an
excellent addition... We had such
rich and in-depth conversations. This
is a GRAND program!”

AnimalTales, our free book lending
program for Alberta elementary
teachers was recently updated. The
update includes new books featuring
new author perspectives, more animal
species and new cross-curricular activities tied to the Alberta Programs
of Study. The teacher’s guide was also
revised to include animal welfare information to help teachers facilitate
discussion and enhance their own
knowledge.

When asked if they would recommend
this program to other teachers, a
grade three teacher from Calgary
stated, “Yes! The AnimalTales
program provides informative stories
and activities that support students
in understanding perspectives of
animals to build empathy. Everything
is provided and well organized to
teach this program.”

The updated program has been used
in Alberta classrooms since November
and the feedback has been overwhelmingly positive.
The inclusion of Indigenous perspectives in each grade has been
welcomed by teachers. A grade three
teacher from Edmonton commented,
“I liked the addition of the [Indigenous] connection with one of the
books as half my class identifies as
[Indigenous]. Kids love seeing characters they can relate to. A grade five
teacher, also from Edmonton, enjoyed
the different perspectives, stating,
“[It’s] great to include a book by an
Indigenous author, and a book from
another culture.”
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The new books added to the program,
have also been well received. “The
books were a great selection. I especially enjoyed using Kamik: An
Inuit Puppy Story, as it really tied
into my social studies curriculum,”

...cont’d on page 6.

Another Successful Kindness Challenge!
Each December, students from across Alberta participate in the Kindness
Challenge. This all-ages activity encourages students to do small acts of kindness
towards self, others, animals, and the environment for just over two weeks by
following the Kindness Challenge Calendar. Each day students were prompted to
do things such as making a toy or enrichment game to play with their pet, writing
a letter or video chatting with a friend or family member to tell them why they
appreciate them, and learning about the Five Freedoms and how to improve the
quality of care for domestic animals.
A few new daily kindness prompts were added to the challenge this year! Day
6 - Learning About the Land focused on reconciliation and encouraged students
to read books by Indigenous authors or learn about Indigenous Peoples who originated on the Treaty land they live on. Students used a paper fortune teller to
determine their daily task for Day 3 – Kindness Challenger. Students learned about
animal welfare, behaviour and safety while playing the “Get Nina Home” on Day
10 – Animal Game. If you would like to test your animal knowledge, the game is
available on our website: everylivinthing.ca/GetNinaHome.
...cont’d on page 6.
albertaspca.org

One Family
Welfare
To Contact the One Family
Welfare Dept., Please Call
780-447-3600 ext 3750

$50,000 Grant helps keep people
and pets together
Edmonton Community Foundation grant allows OFW staff
members to focus the whole family
together, pets included. Our clients
are more willing to access services
and overcome challenges or barriers
they face so they can bring their pets
home.

One Family Welfare Administrative
Support Staff Member Rachel Kelly

The Alberta SPCA has been awarded
a $50,000 grant from the Edmonton
Community Foundation to support our
work to keep families, including their
pets, together. The grant will be used
to hire an administrative staff member
for our One Family Welfare department, ensuring our frontline workers
have the resources to help people and
pets in crisis situations.
Our agency has identified that a strong
motivator for our clients’ success is
their desire to keep their families
Facebook “f ” Logo
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The One Family Welfare department
offers temporary care for pets while
family members seek help for themselves due to crisis situations. This
includes people who are fleeing family
violence, Albertans who require
emergency medical care, and families
who may find themselves homeless
due to unforeseen circumstances.
Losing a pet due to a crisis situation
can be absolutely devastating. Our
programs offer the ability to re-unite
with pets once recovery is achieved.
The Edmonton Community Foundation Community Grant comes at an
urgent time for the Alberta SPCA. The
One Family Welfare department has
seen a dramatic increase in need for
our programs over the past year for
numerous reasons, including pressures
created by the pandemic. At the same
time, the Alberta SPCA has lost fundraising opportunities due to public
health restrictions. The number of
animals accepted into our programs
in 2021 was 353, a 170% increase,
compared to the previous two-year

average. By hiring an administrative
staff member, the Alberta SPCA is able
to allow frontline staff to spend more
time helping clients address their challenges while ensuring their animals are
in a safe place.

One Family Welfare
2021 Statistics
Pet Safekeeping Program
Human Clients
67
Animal Clients
137
(3-year average - 163 pets)

Crisis Care Program
Human Clients
74
Animal Clients
216
(3-year average - 93 pets)
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Kindness Challenge...

...cont’d from page 4.

Making a difference
On top of completing a daily activity, each class or group chose a cause to support
throughout the entire challenge. Mrs. Devetten’s grade five class in Calgary made
holiday cards for seniors at different senior centers while the kids at the City of
Beaumont School Age Site raised funds for the ‘No Child Hungry’ program and
collected winter items for those in need. Ms. Mertens’ grade one class in Olds
collected items for their local food bank, which proved to be an eye opening experience. Many students were surprised and saddened to hear that some families
struggle to have enough food to eat, but were equally proud to have collected two
boxes of non-perishables to donate! Mr. Clarke’s grade three class in Calgary not
only became pen pals with seniors at a senior center, they also created kindness
bookmarks for other classes in their school. It is evident by these examples that
students undoubtedly made a difference in their community!

50/50 raffles
The Alberta SPCA added 50/50 raffles
to our fundraising during the pandemic
as a way to replace lost revenue due to
casinos being closed. They have proven
to be very popular with close to $450,000
in prize money awarded to date.
We now include 50/50s as part of our
traditional cash lotteries. Tickets for
both can be purchased on our website
at alberta spca.org.

After completing the Kindness Challenge, students took time to reflect on the activity
and how it made them feel and how it impacted their class, school and community.
Feedback received from teachers indicates students enjoyed the challenge, particularly the days involving animals. One teachers reported “They loved telling stories
about how they spend time with [and care for] their various animals.”
Every class and group who participated in the Kindness Challenge earned a map
on the Kindness Map and was awarded a certificate. To view the marks and to read
more about each class and group who participated visit our website:
everylivingthing.ca/map
AnimalTales...

...cont’d from page 4.

Another teacher noticed a change in student behaviour, noting, “This program
helped my students to be more compassionate towards animals in need. Highly
recommend!” A Kindergarten teacher from Fort Chipewyan enjoyed how the
program is available to those in remote locations as resources can be hard to
find, stating she would recommend the program to other teachers because,
“books [are] not available in isolated communities.”
AnimalTales is available for free to Alberta teachers (K-Grade 6) anywhere in
the province. The program includes discussion and activities to foster empathy,
respect and responsibility while learning about the needs of animals. The
package is mailed directly to schools and teachers have around four weeks with
the materials. If you are, or know of, a teacher who is interested in using this
program visit everylivingthing.ca/AnimalTales.
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In Loving Memory
Tribute donations can be made
by cheque, or on our website:
albertaspca.org

Abby & Chloe, from Deborah Langevin
Abigael & Casey, from Susan Barr
Autumn, from Liz MacLean
Bailey, from Linda Vienneau
Wayne Baird, from Rhonda From, Simone
Demers-Collins, Mike & Takako Ponych,
Corey McDonald-Jerrett, Natalie Wall, Lynda
Richer, Alison McDonald, Beatrice Baird, Rob
& Laurel Lutes, C. Nider, Paylig Oltadjian,
Anonymous
Theresa Bartz, from Nina Blinkhorn
Bashido, from Carol Kettlewell
Thomas Beck, from Linda Gross
Bella, from Allison Smale
Lola Belle, from Rita & Bob Weir
Biggy, from Terri Sungsook Johnson
Ed Birnie, from Diane & Larry Kingswood
Linda Bishop, from Elaine & Rod Hale
Frank Boehm, from Jim Noon
William Edward Bonner, from Ruth Stone
Dorine Boulton, from Norma Boulton
Cara Bowey, from Nadine Anderson
Ana Bowzeylo, from Janice Gordon
Brian & Moxie, from Antony Mayall
Dr. Richard Brisbane, from Donna Wadley
Taya Brochu, from Valerie Climie
Gail Brookes, from Janet Lennox
Marlene Gail Brookes, from Teala Willet
Bailey Brown, from Judy Clarke
Betty Brown,
from Anne Knull, Ann
Elliott-Brown
Buddy, from Nadine Anderson
Robert Butler, from David & Laura Dear
Wally Cameron, from Leduc Rapid Bingo
Casey, from Richard & Wendy Buckley
Kiki Charpentier, from Loretta Charpentier
Cheeko, from Dr. Darryl F. Stewart
Cher, from Sharon E. Campbell
Chico, from Richard Kruger
Chloe, from Bernard Brazeau
Cisco, from Sharon Fowler
Myrna Coombs, from Kathleen & Ken Linder
Valerie Cooper,
from Kathrine James,
Darleen Robinson
Roxy Corns, from Margaret E. Corns
Barbara Coupland, from Dan & Brenda
Lefaivre
Adam Cumming, from LindaDawn Lane
Anne Cunningham, from Nancy Steinke
Anne Elizabeth Cunningham, from Christine
Thomson-Hunter
Avery-Ann Ida Cunningham, from Caroline
Bunton
Christopher Daly, from Aileen Waldie
Lois Dempster, from Margo Russell
David Derworiz, from Sheri Derworiz
Beverly Diotte, from Michel Diotte
Tigger, Sasha, Fluffy & Butter Dool, from
Arlene Schmidek
Charlie Dowler, from Leslie M. & Noel
Dowler
Grover Durina, from Rhonda Enns
Emily, from Rebecca Hansen
Kitkat Fahlman, from Cecile & Ralph E
Atkinson
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Mary & Einar Finnebraten, from Robin
Barnes
Lefty Florence, from Jeannie Stanley
Tommy Forth, from Marcia Forth
Steve Frankton, from Kelly Guiney
Sara Fullerton, from Marian MacKenzie
Henry Geib, from Robert & Terrie Fraser
Margaret Gillard, from Marg BlondheimWhetstone
Gizmo, from Brian & Vanna Thiel
Kyle Brennan Goliss, from Debra Snowdon
Bryan William Gray, from Janis Kirker
Cache Gray, from Cheryl Gray
Gromit, from Glenyce Hughes
John Hall, from Mark Yerbury
Hannah, Tabatha & Missy, from Joanne
Thomson
Don Harack, from Natalie Malech
Don Harbarenko, from Lions Club of Leduc
Harley, from Teri King
Harley, from Judy Baxter
Lois Harms, from Southeast College
Allen Harper, from Lori Brenholen
Harvey & Venus, from Rod & Val Fraser
Edward Henley, from Juliette Henley
Richard Hillson, from Jane Hillson
George Hinrichs, from Michelle Hinrichs
Fraser Home, from Carol & Greg Wagar
Peter Homeniuk, from Yvonne Hagel
Gracey Hope, from Valerie Heerema
Stephen Hope, from Melissa Gullickson
Lauren Humphreys, from Sandie Allen
Dean Innes, from Roxanne Sinclair
Jack & Roxi, from Skyler Morrow
Jake & Silver, from Nonna Roth
Jake, Lucy, Oliver & Belle, from Marguerite
Haughstead
Jasper, from Anonymous
Denise Jevne, from David J. & Brenda
Hewko
Joey, from Anonymous
Marjorie Sue Johnston, from Karen Wyatt
Sasha Jugnauth, from Derek Jugnauth
Moejoes Kaluza, from Ms Marion E. Kaluza
Taia Kaplan, from Sidney Kaplan
Keisha, Ricco & Munchkin, from Bernadette
Cymbaluk
Margarette Kelly, from Stacey Taylor, Ernie
& Shirley Klem
King, from Justin Wheler
James Kish, from Brian & Eva Deleeuw
Thelma Fay Knoll, from Svend Nielsen
John Kost, from Maurie MacLennan
Mrs. Kristensen, from David & Carolyn
Bougher
Rhonda Gaye Kropf, from Karl Kropf
Molly Kunkel & Luna Mathieson,
from
Elizabeth Mensforth
Kylie & Keltie, from Gina Bucchiotti
Alison Madge, Lein & Mazie, Fred, Rusty,
Patches & Diesel, from Morgan Lein
Light, from Kris & Sheryl Bay
Leonard, Waltraut & Ronald Lumpe, from
Marion LaBrie
Millie Lyon-Glendinning, from Rebecca Lyon

Maggie, from Dyan Glazer
Mama Cat & Izzy, from Nadine Anderson
Marley, from Lawrence Newcombe
Marley & Joy, from Anne-Marie Anderson
Kristalynn Massong-Yergeau, from Dustin
DeMarre
Barclay McDuff, from Carolyn Fewkes
Lorraine McFarlane, from Donna Hayes-Long
Shari McLaughlin, from Vicky Lubyk
Irene Metsner, from Patricia Hendrickson
Marian Michaels, from Francine Goldsworthy
Miley, from Katrina Benedict
Milton, from Violeta Mariscal
Deanna Marie Minnikin, from John
Sobkowich
Susan Mohn, from Joan Scheerschmidt,
Susan Antak
Moka, from Brett Poffenroth
Molly, Barclay, Maisey & Ellie, from Mabel
Wrigley
Monty, from Barb Philips
Abigale Munro, from Fred Irvine
Jean Murphy, from Kelly McDermott
Moca Murray, from Cecile & Ralph E Atkinson
Clifford Paul Nedohin, from Cathy Petch
Niblet, from Rick, Sheila, Jason, Michelle,
Rawdon & Tyler Holt
Noodle, from Joane Otto
Aero Noseworthy, from Chirag Shah
Nyx, from Barbara Alenius
Ollie, from Kris & Sheryl Bay
Alda Marguerite Olson, from Anita Kuper
Oscar, from Anonymous
Lila Oswald, from Anonymous
Parker, from Sandra Marin
Patches & Pepper, from Mary Packer
Hannah Patton, from Marny Eklund
Kramer Pezim, from Jutta Pezim
Phill, Cooper & Sheila, from Yue Xing
Sydney Phillips, from Nicole & Ben Rozon
Eddie Pickford, from Brad & Joan Jones
Donald William Pierson, from Dianne Blaeser,
Karol Warner, Tracy Wright, Caroline Lohner
Piggy & Kat, from Mr Dean Tamerra Rideout
Pin, from Karen Thomas
Penny Pitzel, from Anonymous
Rose Pollitt, from David Pollitt
Daniel Robert Powers, from Diana Schmaltz,
Sherry Gibson
Presley, from Elaine Wood
Pretzel & Bandette, from Dwayne Steil
Princess, from Barbara Gray
Rana & Prissa, from Arlene Schmidek
Rex & Tron, from Roy Lee
Casey Reynolds, from Julie A. Reynolds
Esta Richardson, from Dell Richardson
Riley, from Kris Hokazono
Rocket, from Kelly Maher
Kirstin Rockwell & Floki, from Shannon Lamb
Evelyne Madeleine Rooney, from Robert
Forester, Jodi Mulawka
Rosie, from Buffy Afseth
Kenneth Roth, from Hazel Cail
Fred Russell, from Brenda Hamilton
Saki & Huxley, from Gary D. Prideaux

Myah Irene Saklofske, from Viktoria
Saklofske
Samson, from E. Beulah Evans
Samson, from Lynne Haas
Samson, Soda & Schneider, from Patty Hicks
Ken Savary, from Priya St Thomas
Leonard Sawak & Trixie, from Melanie
McRae
Scallywaggy, from Beverly Saal
Carson & Ginger Schneider, from Margaret
Schneider
Esther Schwab, from Ruth Schwab
Brenda Scott, from Ruth Kirk
Mary Seminowich, from Debbie Seminowich
Shakespeare, from Sandra Cooper
Randall Shalapay, from Carolyn M. Shalapay
Christopher Smith, from Federated
Co-operatives Ltd.
Debra Snow, from James Snow
Sonny, from Bragg Creek Animal Hospital
Sparky, from Jessica Hearsey
Spike & Rufus, from Nadine Anderson
Irene Stevens, from Gayle & Bruce Houston
Cathie Strong, from Jennifer Strong
Norman Swanson, from Brenda Swanson
Deb Switzer, from Sharon Larsen
Sylvester, from Joanne Pagnucco
Tucker Tansem, from Marg BlondheimWhetstone
Tatty, from Jan & Mary Ziska
Teddy, Toby & Teeko, from Joyce Jacobsen
Thelma, Sandbox, Waighn, Luna, Gus, Tuiza
& Murray, from Kathleen Hebb
Sharon Thom, from Dorothy M. Peterson
Benji Thomas, from Mr K. Foon Der
Tiger, from Carolyne Chipiuk
Tiger, Rufus, Cherry, Nougat, Coco & Teeka,
from Leanne Kozuska
Timmy, from Willy Vroon
Jason Trundle, from Nadine Anderson
Agnes Lois Nancy Turner,
from Terri
Schindel, Tammy Bungard
Bob Turner & Lola, from Robert Turner &
Debbie Rakos
Elizabeth Tuxworth,
from
Josephine
Cleopahrt
Simon Upright, from Chirag Shah
Wally Vantooren, from Mrs Catharina W
Vantooren
Olivia Vaseleniuck,
from Jim & Grace
Mulvihill
Gail Verleysen, from Edna Lamport
Dan Wallis, from Byron Reynolds
Doris Ward, from Donna Low
Al Watterud, from Barb Kremp
Brian Whetstone, from Marg BlondheimWhetstone
H. Brian Wilson, from Shelley Wilson
Sir Winston, from Carmen Marrazzo
Winston, Webster & Topaz, from Leona
De Boer
Shayla Dawn Wishloff, from Kenneth Brown,
Biochemical Genetics Laboratory, Alberta
Children’s Hospital
Ken Zackaruk, from Laura Hughes
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ANIMALKIND RESPONSE FORM

If you believe Animal Protection, Education and One Family Welfare are vital to preventing animal cruelty,
please support these Alberta SPCA’s programs by becoming a member and/or making a donation.
Help us help the animals by filling out this form and mailing it to:
Alberta SPCA, 17904 118 Avenue NW, Edmonton, AB T5S 2W3, or visit us at albertaspca.org.

Name
Address
City/Town						

Postal Code

Phone							

Email

Donations and Memberships
Yes! I support the Alberta SPCA’s province-wide Animal
Protection, Education and Pet Safekeeping programs.
☐ Enclosed is a donation of $
(Income tax receipts are automatically issued for donations of $10 or more.)

☐ I would like to renew my membership or become a
member of the Alberta SPCA:
☐ $15 student/senior
☐ $30 senior family

membership + $

Date

☐ $20 Individual
☐ $35 family

donation = $

Cardholder Name
Card Number				
Expiry
Signature

/

I authorize the Alberta SPCA to deduct $
from my
bank account* or credit card on the 1st day of each month
or the next business day. I understand that I can change
or cancel this monthly donation at any time, subject to
providing written notice of 15 days or more.
Signature
Please withdraw this monthly amount from my:
☐ Bank Account (attach a cheque marked VOID)
☐ Credit card: ☐ VISA
☐ MasterCard

I’m paying by:
☐ Cheque
☐ Credit card: ☐ VISA ☐ Amex
				 ☐ MasterCard
$

Animal Response Team (ART)

☐Amex

Cardholder Name
(total)

Card Number
Expiry

/

Signature
*

To view a sample cancellation form or learn more about cancelling a PAD agreement,
contact your financial institution or visit www.cdnpay.ca. You have certain recourse rights if
any debit does not comply with this agreement. For example, you have the right to receive
reimbursement for any debit that is not authorized or is not consistent with this PAD
agreement. For more information on your recourse rights, contact your financial institution
or visit www.cdnpay.ca.
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